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Abstract

The platelet integrin $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ undergoes long range conformational transitions associated with its functional conversion from inactive (low affinity) to active (high affinity) states during hemostasis. Although new conformations intermediate between the well-characterized bent and extended states have been identified, their molecular dynamic properties and functions in the assembly of adhesions remain largely unexplored. In this study, we evaluated the properties of intermediate conformations of integrin $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ and characterized their effects on the assembly of adhesions by combining all-atom simulations, principal component analysis, and mesoscale modeling. Our results show that in the low affinity, bent conformation, the integrin ectodomain tends to pivot around the legs; in intermediate conformations the upper headpiece becomes partially extended, away from the lower legs. In the fully open, active state, $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ is flexible and the motions between upper headpiece and lower legs are accompanied by fluctuations of the transmembrane helices. At the mesoscale, bent integrins form only unstable adhesions, but intermediate or open conformations stabilize the adhesions. These studies reveal a mechanism by which small variations in ligand binding affinity and enhancement of the ligand-bound lifetime in the presence of actin retrograde flow stabilize $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ integrin adhesions.
Significance Statement

Precise regulation of the affinity state of integrin $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ is critical for health; failure to activate underlies bleeding disorders whereas excessive activation triggers blood clotting. However, conformational transitions for $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ activation remain incompletely understood. In this study, we show that integrin structures that are intermediate between the well-known bent and extended states control the stability of nascent adhesions through changes in atomistic motions that underlie differences in ligand-binding affinity. These results are conceptually important because they identify new functional relationships between integrin conformation and cell function.
Introduction

The integrin αIIbβ3 is expressed at high density on the surface of blood platelets and is indispensable for hemostasis via its binding to fibrin, fibrinogen, and other extracellular matrix proteins (1). In unstimulated platelets, integrin αIIbβ3 is held in a bent conformation with almost negligible affinity for these ligands; upon stimulation and activation of platelets, affinity for these ligands increases up to the nanomolar range, coincident with transitions to extended conformations. Mutations that prevent activation lead to a bleeding disorder, Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia (2). Conversely, increased activation state is linked to thrombotic disease, for which αIIbβ3 antagonists are in clinical use (3).

Integrins are transmembrane heterodimers formed by the noncovalent association of an α and a β chain. Their inactive/bent and active/extended states have been described (4–7); however, interconversion between these states necessarily involves intermediate conformations that are less well studied. Such intermediates have been observed for αIIbβ3 and present different degrees of extension of the ectodomain (Figure 1a-d) (8–11). The extracellular region of integrin αIIbβ3 consists of a large ectodomain divided into headpiece and lower legs (Figure 1e). The αIIb headpiece contains an N-terminal β-propeller domain, followed by the thigh domain; the αIIb leg contains two calf domains (Figure 1e). The β3 headpiece consists of an N-terminal β-I domain followed by the hybrid domain and the plexin-semaphorin-integrin (PSI) domain; the β3 leg includes four cysteine-rich epidermal growth factor (I-EGF) modules 1-4 and the β-T domain (Figure 1e). Each of these extracellular regions is followed by a single membrane spanning helix ending with a C-terminal cytoplasmic tail that binds to cytoskeletal linkers and adapters.
In the bent conformation, the α and β chains are close together, with the headpiece bent against the lower legs (Figure 1a and 1f); in the open conformation (Figure 1d), the headpiece is separated from the lower legs and the α and β chains are apart (Figure 1d). Different integrin intermediates present different degrees of headpiece extension, but the lower α and β legs and transmembrane helices remain close together (Figure 1b-c) (8–10). α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin intermediates present ligand binding affinities and ligand-bound lifetimes that are in between the bent and extended conformations and these molecular properties associate with different levels of cell adhesiveness (8, 11–13). Elucidating the properties of integrin α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} intermediates and characterizing their contributions to the assembly of adhesions is important for understanding the regulation of hemostasis in molecular detail and integrin regulation more generally.

Integrins behave like mechanical springs (14). When bound to a ligand, the integrin spring constant is lower for bent than open conformations. However, in the unbound state extended integrins show higher flexibility relative to the bent conformations (15), supporting the idea that stabilization of the extended conformation occurs through ligand binding (16, 17). How intermediate conformations of α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin impact the assembly of adhesions remains largely unknown. To understand the role of the molecular properties of integrin intermediates in the assembly of adhesions, here we combined molecular simulations with mesoscale modeling.

We first performed equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of membrane-embedded α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrins in bent, extended and intermediate conformations. Then, we evaluated residue fluctuations and analyzed the principal components of residue motions. Last, we incorporated integrin intermediates into a mesoscale model of adhesion
assembly to analyze how they affect the stability of adhesions. Our results showed that the structural deformations of the bent and intermediate conformations are directed toward elongation of the headpiece away from the legs, and destabilization of the transmembrane helices; the open conformation presents high flexibility, with correlated motions between headpiece and legs. Additionally, we found that bent integrins cannot form stable adhesions, but intermediate or open conformations stabilize the adhesions. These effects are due to small variations in ligand binding affinity and ligand-bound lifetime in the presence of actin retrograde flow.

Methods

We started with cryo-EM αIIbβ3 integrins in the bent, extended and intermediate conformations. These structures were purified from human platelets and embedded in lipid nanodiscs with talin and RGD bound for the cryo-EM study (18). We ran 500 ns of equilibrium MD simulations and calculated the residue and domain fluctuations, which allowed us to assess local differences in dynamics between the different conformations. Then, from an evaluation of the principal components of residue motions, we characterized the emergent displacements and the extensional stiffnesses governing the energy well of each conformation. From an analysis of extensional stiffnesses we estimated the rates for ligand binding and incorporated these parameters into our mesoscale model. Finally, we used a mesoscale model to study how αIIbβ3 conformations affect the average percentage of ligated integrins in nascent adhesions and their stability.
All-atom molecular dynamics simulations

We first reconstructed the missing residues in each of the four α_{IIb}β_{3} cryo-EM conformations (see Supplementary Information and Figure 1g-j). The completed structures of bent, intermediates (int1 and int2), and open α_{IIb}β_{3} integrin were embedded within a DOPC+DOPS lipid bilayer with a molar ratio of 3:1, using the CHARMM-GUI membrane builder (21) (an example is shown in Figure 1f). Each α_{IIb}β_{3} integrin conformation was oriented so that the transmembrane α helix was perpendicular to the lipid bilayer (22–24). The integrin/membrane systems were solvated using CHARMM-modified TIP3P water model (25) and 150 mM NaCl. The sizes of each box were: 15.07 x 15.07 x 24.34 nm for bent integrin; 12.85 x 12.85 x 26.31 nm for int1; 13.16 x 13.16 x 31.16 nm for int2; and 16.10 x 16.10 x 33.82 nm for the open integrin. The solvated systems contained approximately: 523,000 total atoms for the bent conformation, 443,000 atoms for int1, 599,000 atoms for int2 and 836,000 atoms for the open conformation. The number of molecules of the different species (lipids, water, ions, and protein) is reported in Supplementary Table 2.

The systems were energy minimized using the steepest descent algorithm, followed by two consecutive equilibration simulations in the constant NVT ensemble (constant number of atoms, \( N \), volume, \( V \), and temperature, \( T = 310 \) K) and four consecutive equilibration simulations in the constant NPT ensemble (constant number of atoms, \( N \), pressure, \( P \), and temperature, \( T = 310 \) K). These equilibration simulations gradually reduced the restraining potentials of the backbone atoms (parameters listed in Supplementary Table 3).
The production runs were then continued in the constant NPT ensemble at 310 K and 1 atm using the velocity rescaling thermostat and the isotropic Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling (26). The length of the covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms was constrained using the LINCS algorithm (27), allowing a time step of 2 fs. The Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off at 1.2 nm with a switching function ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 nm, and the short-range electrostatic cutoff was set at 1.2 nm. The long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with a 0.16 nm grid spacing (28).

VMD and PyMol were used for the visualization of the simulation trajectories (29, 30). Gromacs analysis tools, combined with home-made scripts, were employed for the quantitative analysis of the trajectories.

Fluctuation analysis using PCA essential modes

PCA was performed on the αIIbβ3 integrin conformations using the Gromacs analysis tool "covar". PCA analyzed the atomistic trajectories and decomposed the frame-by-frame conformational fluctuations of each protein residues (every 1 ns). For each conformation, it first aligned each frame to the first one, and then constructed the $3N \times 3N$ covariance matrix for the $N$ alpha carbons, $C_\alpha$, using the averaged structure. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues were calculated to assess the principal components and their associated variance. The principal components were then ordered so that the first accounted for the largest variance and the following components accounted for lower and lower variances.
From these modes, motions of the ectodomain we evaluated as fluctuations between the ligand binding site (pulling group) and transmembrane helices (reference group). From these modes, the extensional stiffness governing the energy well that maintained each integrin in its conformation was assessed. The distance fluctuations were calculated as:

\[
D_F = \sum_{k=1}^{M} \lambda^k \left( \sum_{j=xyz} \frac{x_{1j} - x_{2j}}{s} (v_{1j}^k - v_{2j}^k) \right)^2
\]

where \(\lambda^k\) and \(v^k\) were the eigenvalue and eigenvector of \(k\)-th principal mode, \(s\) was the distance between the centers of mass (COM) of the pulling and reference groups, and \(M\) was the number of essential modes used to evaluate the distance fluctuations. \(x_j\) was the \(x, y\) or \(z\) component of the COM coordinate of each group. \(v_j\) was the \(x, y\) or \(z\) component of the eigenvector of each group. The effective extensional stiffness maintaining each integrin in its conformation was evaluated as:

\[
k = \frac{k_B T}{D_F}
\]

where \(k_B T = 4.11\) pN nm and \(T = 310\) K (\(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant and \(T\) is the temperature).

Brownian dynamics simulations of integrin adhesions assembly
To elucidate how the four integrin conformations affect the assembly of adhesions, we used our molecular clutch-based model based on Brownian Dynamics, BD (31, 32). The simulation domain was 3D and included two parallel surfaces of 1 µm side, separated by a vertical distance $L = 20$ nm (schematics in Figure S1a). The top surface represented the cell membrane, where integrins underwent lateral diffusion. The bottom surface presented randomly distributed ligands providing anchor points for integrin motion.

Integrins existed in two states: inactive and active. Inactive integrins on the top surface were diffusing particles obeying the overdamped Langevin equation, in the limit of high friction:

$$ F_i - \zeta_i \frac{dr_i}{dt} + F_i^T = 0 $$

(3)

where $r_i$ was the position vector of the $i$-th integrin; $\zeta_i$ was the friction coefficient equal to $0.0142 \text{ pN s/µm}$, corresponding to the diffusion coefficient of integrin $\beta_3$ as $D = 0.29 \text{ µm}^2/\text{s}$ (33), using Einstein relation $D = \frac{k_B T}{6 \pi \zeta r}$; $dt$ was the simulation timestep of $10^{-4}$ s; and $F_i$ and $F_i^T$ were deterministic and stochastic forces, respectively.

For each inactive integrin within 21 nm from a free ligand, activation occurred at a rate $k_{on}$. The probability of ligand binding was:

$$ P = 1 - e^{-k_{on} dt} $$

(4)
Once in the active and ligated state, each integrin $i$ was subjected to a deterministic force $F_i$, corresponding to the sum of the forces from the retrograde actin flow, $F_{flow}$, and substrate, $F_{sub}$:

$$F_i = F_{flow} + F_{sub}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $F_{flow} = \zeta_i v$, with $v = 30$ nm/s, and $F_{sub}$ depended on substrate rigidity as:

$$F_{sub} = \frac{YA}{L} \Delta L$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $A$ was the cross-sectional area of the integrin/ligand bond (from an ideal bar of radius $\sim 5$ nm, corresponding to half the separation between integrin transmembrane helices when extended); $Y$ was the substrate Young’s modulus ($Y = 12.6$ kPa); $L = 20$ nm was the equilibrium distance; and $\Delta L$ was the deviation from the equilibrium distance (18).

The stochastic force on each $i$-th integrin, $F^T_i$, represented the thermal force generating Brownian motion. It satisfied the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (38), as:
\( \langle F^T_1(t)F^T_j(t)\rangle = \frac{2k_B T \delta_{ij}}{dt} \delta \) \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \delta_{ij} \) is the Kronecker delta and \( \delta \) is a unit second-order tensor.

Unbinding of integrins was governed by catch bond kinetics (39, 40) in which the bond lifetime, \( \tau \), depended on force, \( \tau = f(F_{sub}) \) (Figure S1b). The unbinding rate, \( k_{off} \), was calculated as:

\[ k_{off} = Ae^{-\alpha F_{sub}} + Be^{\beta F_{sub}} \] \hspace{1cm} (9)

Catch bond parameters were estimated from (8) and are listed in Supplementary Table 4. For each ligated integrin, the unbinding probability was:

\[ P = 1 - e^{-k_{off}dt} \] \hspace{1cm} (10)

Our model used specific combinations of \( k_{off} \) and \( k_{on} \) to mimic each integrin conformation. \( k_{off} \) and \( k_{on} \) were provided as inputs and remained fixed to isolate integrin conformation from other factors, such as ligand binding or forces from substrate and actin.
For the bent conformation, the model used a minimum $k_{off} = 0.16 \text{s}^{-1}$ (maximum lifetime $\tau_{MAX} = 6 \text{s}$); for int1 a minimum $k_{off} = 0.09 \text{s}^{-1}$ ($\tau_{MAX} = 11 \text{s}$); for int2 and open, $k_{off} = 0.04 \text{s}^{-1}$ ($\tau_{MAX} = 22 \text{s}$). $k_{on}$ was estimated from the extensional stiffnesses extracted from equation (2). Considering that the extensional stiffness of a protein is inversely related to the height of the free energy barrier for conformational change (40), we used, for the bent conformation, $k_{on} = 0.07 \text{s}^{-1}$; for int1, $k_{on} = 0.7 \text{s}^{-1}$; and for int2 and the open conformations, $k_{on} = 1 \text{s}^{-1}$. For each integrin conformation, ligand binding affinity, $E$, was calculated from $k_{off}$ and $k_{on}$, as free energy for binding, using $rac{k_{off}}{k_{on}} = e^{-E}$.

Integrins’ displacements were computed using explicit Euler integration scheme (41):

$$r_i(t + dt) = r_i(t) + \frac{dr_i}{dt} dt = r_i(t) + \frac{F_i^T + F_i}{\zeta_i} dt$$ (11)

**Code and data availability**

A description of the implementation algorithm is provided in the Supplementary information. All MD trajectory files, the analysis code used for PCA, the code developed for the mesoscale model, and all input files, scripts and output data are publicly available at [https://github.com/tamarabidone/multiscale-model-alphIIbBeta3](https://github.com/tamarabidone/multiscale-model-alphIIbBeta3)
**Results**

**Atomistic simulations of different integrin conformations in lipid bilayers**

Based on root mean square displacements of the alpha carbons, Cα, all conformations reached equilibrium within 300 ns (Figure 2a). Equilibrium Cα root mean square displacements (RMSDs) for the bent αIIbβ3 conformation were between 0.5-1 nm (Figure 2a). Cα RMSDs for the open αIIbβ3 conformation leveled off between 2-2.5 nm (Figure 2a). For Int1 and int2, Cα RMSDs reached equilibrium between 1.5-2 nm (Figure 2a), intermediate between bent and extended conformations. The radius of gyration was 4.5-5 nm for bent αIIbβ3, 6-7 nm for Int1 and Int2, and around 7 for open αIIbβ3, (Figure 2b). Analysis of RMSFs for each domain in αIIb and β3 (Figure 2c) showed that the bent αIIbβ3 conformation is more stable than the open one, with the two intermediate conformations in between (Figure 2c). RMSFs for individual domains within Int2 were generally larger than for int1, except for the β-I and β-T domains. The greater fluctuations of β-I and β-T in int1 relative to int2 suggest possible destabilization of the β-I/β-T interactions in the initial phases of integrin extension, which are then stabilized as extension proceeds.

Residues’ root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) were between 0.1 and 2 nm (Figure S2a). Consistent with the RMSD analysis, RMSFs values were lowest for bent αIIbβ3 and highest for the open αIIbβ3 conformation, with Int1 and Int2 in between (Figure S2a). The RMSFs computed between 0-200 ns, 200-400 ns, and 300-500 ns ranged between 0.5-3.5 nm (Figure S2b-d). The overall distribution of RMSFs for each conformation decreased with time (Figure S2e), indicating stabilization of the structures.
The solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was approximately constant over time for bent α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin, Int1 and Int2, with values centered around 950 nm\textsuperscript{2}, but dropped below 900 nm\textsuperscript{2} for open α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} (Figure S2f). This reduction in SASA was due to the formation of noncovalent interactions between β-propeller and β-I domains in open α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3}. Because the ligand binding site was free, sites for molecular contacts were available, which resulted in formation of new headpiece interactions. Taken together, results from equilibrium atomistic simulations of four α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin conformations revealed that the bent integrin is more stable than the open integrin, with the intermediate conformations presenting levels of residue and domain fluctuations generally between bent and open conformations.

In order to understand the effects of force and ligand binding on the motions of residues of α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin, we ran constant force steered molecular dynamics simulations on the bent conformation in the presence and absence of an RGD peptide. The overall residue motions increased with force magnitude (Figure S3); however, the most flexible regions in the structure did not change. By increasing force, the values of RMSD, radius of gyration and RMSF proportionally increased (Figure S3a-c). However, the RMSF peaks, indicating regions of high flexibility, were maintained at all forces (Figure S3c) and comparable to the force-free conditions (Figure S2a-d). The SASA of bent α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} remained constant under force, with values centered around 950 nm\textsuperscript{2} (Figure S3d). Additionally, like the force-free conditions, domain fluctuations under force generally increased from the β-propeller domain and from the β-I domain to the α and β transmembrane helices (Figure S3e). Using an RGD-bound headpiece, RMSD, RMSF, radius of gyration, SASA and the RMSF did not significantly change relative to the ligand-free conditions (Figure
In the absence of plasma membrane lipids, the average RMSD, RMSF and radius of gyration of the integrin differed either not at all or only slightly from the membrane-embedded cases (Figure S5).

Collectively, our results showed that force enhances but does not significantly alter the residue fluctuations. Ligand binding or bound lipids also don’t significantly affect these motions. These results point towards the general notion that the integrin atomistic motions are intrinsic properties of the structure and do not depend on force, lipids or ligand binding, although force can increase these motions.

**PCA of atomistic MD trajectories for different integrin conformations**

We performed PCA to identify the dominant modes of motion in the four αIIbβ3 integrin conformations. PCA identifies the essential dynamics of a system from a decomposition process that filters the motions into a few emergent structural deformations (48, 49). Out of thousands of modes, only a few modes accounted for more than half of the total fluctuations. The first few modes of all four αIIbβ3 conformations contained more than 40% of the total variance of Cα fluctuations (Figure 3a). For the bent αIIbβ3 integrin and int1, the first 3 modes contained more than 95% of the total variance (Figure 3a). For Int2 and the open conformation, the first or the first 8 modes contained more than 95% of the total variance, respectively (Figure 3a). Analysis of MD simulation trajectories between 0-300 ns, 200-500 and 300-500 ns, showed that the first 3 modes consistently contained more than 90% of the total variance for bent, int1 and int2 (Figure S6). For the open conformation, more than 80% of the total variance was contained in the
first 7 modes (Figure S6). Analysis of the distances between the COM of pulling and reference groups showed their convergence within the first mode for int2, within 3 modes for the bent conformation and int1 and within 8 modes for the open conformation (Figure 3b). This finding confirms that the bent conformation is the most stable and the open one the least stable. The effective force constant describing the extensional stiffness of integrin was about 2.5 \times 10^5 \text{ pN}/\text{µm} for bent αIIbβ3 and \sim10x lower for the intermediate and open conformations (Figure 3c). An evaluation of the extensional stiffness from the distances between pulling and reference groups detected values comparable to PCA, further indicating enhanced flexibility of the intermediate and open conformations with respect to the bent conformation (Figure S7). The high stiffness of the bent conformation indicates a high energy barrier for transitioning into the extended state, which is lower for the intermediate conformations, consistent with our previous results (15). The distance between the pulling and reference groups were around 8 nm for the bent integrin, 13 nm for int1 and 16 nm for int2 (Figure 3d). By contrast, in the open αIIbβ3 integrin, this distance initially increased from 15 to 20 nm, and then decreased and plateaued around 14 nm (Figure 3d). Collectively, PCA showed that the first few principal modes captured most of the Cα fluctuations and are thus representative of the emergent structural deformations of integrin. The bent and intermediate conformations showed higher variance for the first modes, indicating highly correlated motions, whereas the open conformation showed Cα fluctuations that were spread across different modes, indicating more complex dynamics.

Identification of conformational clusters from projection of atomistic MD trajectories to PCA modes
Since relatively few PCA modes captured the emergent dynamics of the four αIIbβ3 conformations, the MD simulation trajectories were projected onto the planes identified by the first and second principal modes. We used MDAnalysis, a Python package with an interactive object-oriented interface (50, 51). First, for each αIIbβ3 integrin conformation, we identified conformational clusters in the PCA plane (Figure 4). Then, we assessed the directions of the residue motions by superimposing the representative αIIbβ3 integrin conformations of each cluster and evaluating differences in residue positions (Figure 5).

For the bent αIIbβ3 integrin, we found two clusters (Figure 4a). Structures representative of these clusters showed a bending motion of the entire ectodomain around its membrane-proximal region, along the first principal mode (Figure 5a and Supplementary Movie 1). For int1, this analysis identified four clusters (Figure 4b). The comparison between structures of cluster 1 and 2, along the second principal mode, showed an opening of the headpiece relative to the lower legs (Figure 5b, left, and Supplementary Movie 2). Comparison of clusters 1 and 3 in Int1, along the first principal mode, showed a flattening of the angle between the headpiece and lower legs (Figure 5b, right, and Supplementary Movie 3). These motions were independent from one another. From the Int2 simulations, we identified two clusters (Figure 4c and Supplementary Movie 4), along the first principal mode. Analysis of residue positions showed that the region containing the ligand binding site twists, combined with further lengthening of the headpiece and changes in the orientation of the transmembrane β helix (Figure 5c). These emergent motions were coordinated (Figure 4c). For open αIIbβ3, we found three clusters (Figure 4d). The ectodomain was highly flexible, with pivoting of the headpiece relative to the lower legs for αIIb and of the whole ectodomain relative to the
transmembrane helices for β3 (Figure 5d and Supplementary Movie 5). Transmembrane helices also changed orientation in the direction to maintain their alignment relative to the main axis of the ectodomain (Figure 5d and Supplementary Movie 5).

In summary, analysis of αIIbβ3 integrin conformations along the plane identified by the first two principal modes showed that bent integrin tends to move the ectodomain (Figure 5a). In Int1, the headpiece separates from the lower legs and the angle between them flattens, following two independent modes of motion (Figure 5b). In Int2, the headpiece further extends, the ligand binding interface rotates, and the transmembrane β helix reorients, resulting in three correlated modes of motion (Figure 5c). In the open conformation, both the ectodomain and transmembrane helices move along the first principal mode, with the β chain presenting the highest flexibility (Figure 5d).

Notably, conformational changes from bent to extended conformations start from the headpiece and are then transmitted to the transmembrane helices. In the initial intermediate conformation, the flattening of the angle between headpiece and lower legs and its extension in the vertical direction are independent motions, whereas in the second intermediate, the twisting of the ligand binding site, the extension of the headpiece and leg separation are all correlated motions. These correlations, in which elongation of the ectodomain is combined with movement of its ligand binding site and reorientation of the transmembrane β helix, are likely to underlie the coordinated binding of an external ligand and accessory cytoplasmic proteins. Additionally, the motions of the transmembrane helices increase as integrin extends, propagating from the transmembrane β helix to the transmembrane α helix.
Brownian dynamics simulations of integrin adhesion assembly

We next assessed the effect of αIIbβ3 integrin conformation on the assembly of nascent adhesions by incorporating different integrin conformations into a mesoscale model (schematics in Figure S1a). Our results showed a monotonic increase of ligand-bound integrins, from about 30% for the bent conformation to more than 90% for the fully open conformation, as their $k_{on}$ and $\tau_{MAX}$ increased (Figure 6a). The enhanced ligand binding of integrins was promoted by increases in ligand-bound lifetimes, which shifted the transition from unstable to stable adhesions towards lower values of $k_{on}$ (Figure 6a and Figure S7). A threshold $k_{on}$, indicating at which adhesion stability was achieved, decreased with ligand density and ligand-bound lifetimes (Figure 6b and Figure S8). Increases in ligand-binding affinity, which depends on the relation between $k_{on}$ and $k_{off}$ led to adhesion stability (Figure 6c). At all values of $\tau$, an increase in free energy for ligand binding from 1 to 2 $k_{B}T$ corresponded to a shift from unstable to stable adhesions (Figure 6c). Collectively, these data indicate that integrin conformation, corresponding to a specific combination of $k_{on}$ and $\tau_{MAX}$, governs adhesion stability depending on ligand density.

We then ran simulations incorporating $k_{on}$ and $\tau_{MAX}$ representing each αIIbβ3 integrin conformation. The distribution of average ligand-bound integrins shifted toward higher values as conformation shifted from bent to extended (Figure 6d). Additionally, using a constant density of 300 ligands/µm², the distribution of bound integrins narrowed from bent to extended states (Figure 6d), with less variability in the amount of ligand
binding at high affinities (high $k_{on}$) and high ligand-bound lifetimes (low $k_{off}$, or high $\tau_{MAX}$).

Consistent with more ligand-bound integrins, the average minimum distance between ligand-bound integrins was larger than 90 nm for bent integrin and less than 60 nm for intermediate and open $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ conformations (Figure 6e), indicating that the probability of adhesion stabilization was high for intermediate and open integrins and low for bent integrins. This result is consistent with previous findings of weak adhesions from bent integrins and robust adhesions from intermediate and open conformations (54).

Collectively, these results showed that closed/bent $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ fails to stabilize nascent adhesions, whereas conversion to the intermediate states promotes adhesion stability nearly (Int1) or as well (Int2) as the open conformation. This finding implies that the force from binding ligands can convert integrin conformation from partially open to fully open conformations. Importantly, our model demonstrates that a small increase in integrin affinity of less than 1 $k_BT$ corresponds to a transition from unstable to stable adhesions. Ligand density influences where the transition from unstable to stable adhesion occurs, and thus at which integrin conformation stabilization can be achieved (Figure S8).

**Discussion**

Integrins transition from bent, low affinity to extended, high affinity conformations through intermediate conformations, which influence cell adhesive function (8, 10, 13, 16, 54, 55). However, the properties of these conformations and their roles in adhesion assembly remain largely unexplored. In this study, we ran MD simulations on four $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ conformations and extracted their essential dynamics through PCA. Our results indicated
that conformational fluctuations of $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ integrin are enhanced in the intermediate and open conformations with respect to the bent conformation. Mesoscale modeling further allowed us to evaluate the role of different integrin conformations in cell adhesion assembly and identified a mechanism linking conformations of integrin to stabilization of nascent adhesions.

Analysis of the MD trajectories suggested that conformational activation of integrin progresses through stages of increasing domain fluctuations, except for the $\beta$-I and $\beta$-T domains, presenting enhanced fluctuations at the onset of headpiece extension (Figure 2c). These fluctuations may originate from the loss of molecular contacts and regulation of a “deadbolt” locking $\beta$-I in the inactive state of bent integrin (56).

PCA of $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ integrins indicated that most molecular fluctuations are contained along a limited number of principal modes (Figure 3). These modes correspond to collective displacements in the directions of knee flattening, headpiece extension and leg separation (Figure 4-5). Interestingly, these modes varied significantly between the different $\alpha_{IIb}\beta_3$ integrin conformations, with independent uncoupled motions of the first intermediate and coupled deformations between headpiece and legs for the more extended intermediate and the open conformations. We have previously shown that force promotes integrin conformational activation, depending upon its molecular structure and activating mutant (15). It is plausible that the different modes of deformation that are associated with the different molecular structures underlie different structural responses to force. It would be interesting to evaluate, in the future, how the mutants perturb these modes of motion.
Identification of conformational clusters suggested that headpiece extension and leg separation occur sequentially, as previously proposed (11). Uncoupled motions of the headpiece are transmitted to the β helix first and then to the α helix. In the bent and first intermediate conformations, only motions of the ectodomain were observed. In the first intermediate, headpiece extension in the vertical direction proceeded independently from flattening of the angles between headpiece and lower legs. In the later phases of activation, corresponding to the second intermediate and open conformations, the rearrangements of the headpiece, including exposure of its ligand binding site, separation between the α and β chains, and legs opening were coupled.

The result that the essential dynamics of α\textsubscript{IIb}β\textsubscript{3} integrin occurs with motions of selected parts of the protein demonstrates that these motions are intrinsic properties of integrin and do not dependent on ligand binding, applied forces or interactions with plasma membrane lipids (Figure S3-5). This finding supports previous observations that conformational activation is an inherent property of the integrin itself and can proceed in the absence of signal transduction events (57). Our results also revealed that ligand or force on the bent conformation enhances residue motions (Figure S3-S4) by providing the energy to escape from the deep energy well; however, the most favored directions are still encoded within the conformartions and maintained in the absence of lipids (Figure S5). Interestingly, the fully open conformation is unstable; external stimuli may therefore have an opposite effect, stabilizing this state. This notion points towards a view of different integrin conformations as states with different physical properties, with each one possessing a distinct conformational signature.
Our equilibrium simulations, without a bound ligand and force, capture physiologically relevant conditions, as $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrins in partially extended conformations have been experimentally observed without a bound ligand (58, 59). In platelets that are activated with agonists such as ADP, thrombin or arachidonic acid, integrin $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ transitions from bent to extended states before ligand binding. The use of divalent cations (e.g. Mg$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$), activation-associated mutations and activating antibodies (e.g. CBR LFA1/2), and intracellular activators such as overexpressed talin head domain also promote integrin conformational activation prior to ligand binding (24, 54, 57, 60–63).

Calculation of the extensional stiffness of the $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrins showed that the bent conformation is the stiffest and the open conformation is the most flexible, with the intermediates in between (Figure 3c and Figure S7). This result is opposite to the trend captured using a ligand-coated biomembrane force probe where ligand binding was a prerequisite for the measurements (8, 14, 64). Additionally, our data are either one or two orders of magnitude higher than reported values (8, 14, 64). In our simulations, the bent conformation is the stiffest because it has a high energy barrier for transitioning into an extended state; the intermediate conformations are more flexible, presenting a lower energy barrier than the bent conformation. It follows that the open conformation is the most flexible. In fact, when force is applied to bent integrin, we observed higher flexibility and higher residue fluctuations relative to force-free conditions (Figure S3a-c). These results depend, in part, on the force- and ligand- free conditions used in our simulations versus experiments. Additionally, force probe experiments measured the net movement of the whole protein, whereas our simulations considered local residue movements (equations 1 and 2). Stiffness values from our simulations govern the energy well that
maintain integrin in a specific conformational state. Therefore, values from our simulations may not be relevant to the deformation of the whole integrin structure in experiments.

Mesoscale modeling further identifies a mechanism linking integrin conformation to the stabilization of adhesions. According to this model, bent integrins can bind ligands with low affinity, but short bond lifetimes prevent adhesion stabilization. As the integrin headpiece extends, the probability of ligand binding increases and once bound, the increase in bond lifetime confers stability. Therefore, increases in integrin affinity across intermediate conformations stabilize nascent adhesions via an increase in the duration of the integrin-ligand bond. These effects are also dependent on ligand density, with higher density/closer lateral proximity stabilizing adhesions at lower values of affinity (Figure S8), consistent with experimental studies (42–47). Our results additionally identify a minimum affinity threshold for conferring stability, such that below this threshold, achievable ligand densities are unable to confer stability (Figure S8). Live cell experiments in which integrin conformation, and thus ligand binding affinity, is fixed at different stages of activation are needed to evaluate the exact relationship between ligand density, affinity, on- and off-rates and adhesion stability.

Our BD simulations did not consider transitions across conformations over time. If a bent or intermediate integrin shift its conformation to a more extended state upon ligand binding, then adhesion stabilization would occur at lower values of initial affinity and ligand-bond lifetimes. While our analysis focused on α_{IIb}β_{3}, these principles are likely applicable to other integrins.
This study leads to two main conclusions of high novelty. First, the combination of simulation approaches demonstrates that, in the absence of ligand binding, headpiece motions precede leg motions and fluctuations of the transmembrane β helix precede those of the transmembrane α helix. The initial headpiece motions can be related to early increases in ligand binding affinity upon destabilization of the bent conformation that are not reflected by significant headpiece extension (11). The motions that are transmitted from the headpiece to the β transmembrane helix are likely important for binding of accessory cytoplasmic proteins, connection with the cytoskeleton and intracellular signaling. Second, our results identify a new mechanism by which small changes in affinity are transduced into adhesion stabilization through control of the molecular integrin-ligand catch bond. The importance of the ligand-bond lifetime in adhesion stabilization has previously been reported from studies of cell spreading (31, 32), but has not been investigated in relation with integrin conformation.

These results raise a few questions that remain to be addressed in future work. How binding of intracellular adaptor proteins to cytoplasmic domains affect integrin conformational transitions is critical, as are the effects of the proteins on integrin clustering versus affinity (65–69). Additionally, since substrate rigidity plays an important role in integrin conformational activation and ligand-bound lifetime (31), it will be interesting to test the effect of substrate stiffness on adhesion assembly through conformational changes of integrin and affinity maturation.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. All atom representations of $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrin conformations and insertion of the missing residues in bent integrin. Ribbon representation of the atomistic structures of the four $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrin conformations, with the $\alpha$ chain in green and the $\beta$ chain in cyan: (a) bent; (b) int1; (c) int2; and (d) open conformations. (e) Schematic representation of open integrin with the domains of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ chains indicated. (f) Side view of bent integrin embedded in the lipid bilayer. (g) Ribbon representation of bent integrin with the $\alpha$ chain in green and the $\beta$ chain in cyan. The three missing regions are shown in red loops. (h-l) Zoom-in view of the three reconstructed regions: (h) residue 840-873 in $\alpha$ chain; (i) residue 75-78 in $\beta$ chain; (j) residue 764-774 in $\alpha$ chain.

Figure 2. Analysis of atomistic MD simulation trajectories of four $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrin conformations. (a) The C$\alpha$ RMSD of the four $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrins relative to the corresponding input conformations over the course of 500 ns of atomistic MD simulations. (b) Radius of gyration of the four $\alpha_{\text{IIb}}\beta_3$ integrins over the course of 500 ns of atomistic MD simulations. (c) RMSF, computed for each integrin domain relative to its average position during the atomistic MD simulations. Errorbars indicate the standard deviations from the mean.
Figure 3. PCA analysis and evaluation of atomistic MD fluctuations. (a) Cumulative variance of Cα fluctuations for the four integrin conformations as a function of the principal components from 1 to 10. Data were extracted from the Cα trajectories during 500 ns of equilibrium MD simulations. (b) Fluctuations between the headpiece and lower legs of the four αIIbβ3 integrin conformations for the first 10 modes, calculated between 200 and 400 ns of equilibrium MD simulations. The values were obtained from evaluation of the fluctuations in distance between headpiece and lower legs from the principal modes. (c) Extensional stiffness of the four αIIbβ3 integrins from PCA of the equilibrium atomistic MD between 200 ns to 400 ns. The stiffness corresponding to the number of components having a cumulative variance of more than 95% was chosen for each integrin conformation. (d) Average distance of the headpiece from the legs, computed between the pulling group (residues: E220, S121, S123, D119, D251 in the MIDAS domain, D217, N215, D158, P219 in the LIMBS domain and D126, D127, M335 in the ADMIDAS domain) and the reference group (residues: W967-W988 in the α chain and V696-W715 in the β chain).

Figure 4. Projection of MD simulation trajectories to the first two PCA modes. The scatter plots of simulation frame projections are colored by their simulation times, and the clusters are indicated with green, red, and magenta for clusters 1, 2 and 3, respectively. (a) Bent integrin presented two clusters, centered at (0, 0) and (-4600, 2400), respectively. Structures representative of these two clusters were extracted at time step 456.9 ns and 353.1 ns. (b) Int1 presented four clusters, centered at (450, 450), (300, -2000), (-5200, 850) and (-5500, -1500). Representative structures of each cluster were
extracted at time step 359.1ns, 471.7ns, 134.4ns and 485.9ns. (c) Int2 presented two clusters, centered at (3000, 0) and (-4000, 0). Representative structures were extracted at 295.1ns and 101.1ns. (d) Open αIIbβ3 presented three clusters, centered at (6500, 400), (-1000, 200) and (400, -2500), respectively. Representative structures were extracted at 28.2ns, 445.9ns and 45.8ns.

**Figure 5. Representative structures from clusters identified on the plane of the first two principal modes.** (a) Superposition of the representative atomistic structures from clusters 1 and 2 in the bent states. (b) Superposition of the representative structures from clusters 1, 2 and 3 in int1. (c) Superposition of the representative structures from clusters 1 and 2 in int2. (d) Superposition of the representative structures from clusters 1 and 2. The atomistic structures are colored in green, red and magenta for cluster 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

**Figure 6. Integrin conformation determines the density of ligand-bound integrins in nascent adhesions.** (a) Average percentage of ligand-bound integrins increasing ligand binding affinity and, simultaneously, maximum lifetime of the ligand-bound state, $\tau_{MAX}$, as well as the force corresponding to $\tau_{MAX}$. Data were extracted between 200 s and 300 s of simulations, using 300 ligands/µm² and $Y=12.6$ kPa. (b) Threshold in $k_{on}$ for the transition between unstable and stable adhesion as a function of $\tau_{MAX}$ and ligand density. Data were extracted between 200 s and 300 s of simulations, using 100, 200 and 500 ligands/µm² and $Y=12.6$ kPa. (c) Average smallest distance between ligand-bound integrins as a function of ligand binding affinity, $E$. Ligand binding affinity was calculated
from \( \frac{k_{off}}{k_{on}} = e^{-E} \), in units of \( k_B T \), where \( k_B \) is Boltzmann's constant, and \( T \) is the temperature. Data were extracted between 100 s and 300 s of simulations, using 300 ligands/\( \mu \)m\(^2\) and \( Y=12.6 \) kPa. (d) Boxplots of ligand-bound integrins for the different integrin conformations: bent was represented by \( k_{on} = 0.05 \text{s}^{-1}, \tau_{MAX} = 6 \) s, and force corresponding to \( \tau_{MAX} \) around 18 pN; int1 was modeled using \( k_{on} = 0.7 \text{s}^{-1}, \tau_{MAX} = 11 \) s and \( \tau_{MAX} \) force of 30 pN; open and int2 were modeled using \( k_{on} = 1 \text{s}^{-1} \) and \( \tau_{MAX} = 22 \) s, with force corresponding to \( \tau_{MAX} \) around 40 pN. Data were extracted between 200 s and 300 s of simulations, using 300 ligands/\( \mu \)m\(^2\) and \( Y=12.6 \) kPa. (e) Average smallest distance between ligand-bound integrins. Errorbars represent standard deviation from the mean. Data were extracted between 260 s and 300 s of simulations, using 300 ligands/\( \mu \)m\(^2\) and \( Y = 12.6 \) kPa.
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